Double Decker Kennel

Benefits:
The Double Decker Kennel Run System saves valuable floor space by stacking two kennels on top of each other. The top unit floor is 35” off the floor (if units is ground level), so you are at about counter height. Use color on the PVC panels or select tempered glass to create a statement. Flexibility can be beautiful!

Features:
• Frame is made up of 1” tubing, and wire is welded to the frame. Wire mesh top piece included.
• One door per compartment is included. All gates open inward and outward.
• Great for placement against a wall or freestanding.
• Has two slots for optional slide-in feed and water trays. (Any Kennel Run System less than 4’ wide will receive only one feed tray slot.)
• Raised floor systems feature leveling legs can run 32’ in either direction to rectify floor imperfections before a stub out is needed. Standard side panels are sloped ¼” per foot. Other slopes available by request.
• Two strong (0.093) PVC panels are sandwiched between a Sound Dampening Technology core to help reduce sound and add strength.
• Easy to clean PVC panels are available in multiple colors to complement your door.
• Optional accessories: Side transfer door and Stainless Steel or tempered glass door.
• Specs: standard widths: 3’ and 4’; standard depths: 3’ and 4’; each opening is 34’ high, overall height: 6’ on concrete (approx.), 6’10” on raised floor (approx.)